Abstract-In this paper, it is shown that the Enhanced Unified Camera Model, which is used to model fisheye cameras, projects straight lines into conic sections. Then a way to find equations of straight line projections is proposed. The method is applied to epipolar curves to adapt the Semi-Global Matching algorithm to fisheye stereo systems to compute a dense direct stereo correspondence without undistortion and rectification of fisheye images. It is done by efficient image sampling along an epipolar curve, using an algorithm for rasterization of implicit curves.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fisheye camera is a powerful sensor for omnidirectional perception: it is cheap and robust, but it has one major inconvenience. Its projection is highly non-linear and images taken with them are distorted, which makes it difficult to deal with such problems as epipolar geometry and stereo correspondence.
A stereo correspondence algorithm called Plane Sweep, originally proposed in [1] , was applied to fisheye cameras in [2] to get the direct stereo correspondence. In the same paper the advantage of the direct fisheye correspondence over rectified, pinhole-based version was discussed.
We propose an adaptation of the Semi-Global Matching Algorithm [3] , which is, perhaps, the most well-known and most-used algorithm for stereo correspondence. It has an efficient and fast-to-compute regularizer. The main assumption of this algorithm is that it is possible to efficiently sample an image along an epipolar line. In order to do it, images are usually rectified and undistorted using the pinhole model, as mentioned above.
A recent approach to camera projection modeling and analysis, called Projection Surface and presented in [4] , allowed us to find a convenient way to sample fisheye images along an epipolar line. Geyer and Daniilidis in [5] showed that the Unified Camera Model projects straight lines into conics. Here we show that the same is true for the Enhanced Unified Camera Model introduced in [4] , and then suggest a method to compute an equation of epipolar curves. In the work on omnidirectional LSD-SLAM [6] , the authors use the projection model and its Jacobian matrix at each step to sample the epipolar curve with a step of 1 pixel; then they mention that this way of curve sampling is much more computationally expensive than following a straight line. But if the curve equation is known, it is possible to efficiently follow it, using a curve rasterization algorithm. An algorithm for rasterizing implicit curves has been suggested in [7] .
The structure of the paper is as follows. In the second section we review the Enhanced Unified Camera Model, the concept of the Projection surface, then show how to obtain an equation of a straight line projection. In the third section we describe how to compute the epipolar curve equation for a calibrated stereo system, as well as the algorithm for stereo correspondence. In the fourth section we discuss the experimental results. The last section is dedicated to the conclusions and the future work on the subject.
II. ENHANCED UNIFIED CAMERA MODEL
The basic projection relations are as follows [4] :
The two parameters are α ∈ [0, 1] and β > 0. They allow us to better approximate the properties of lenses with strong distortion. This model assumes that the denominator αρ+(1−α)z > 0. K is the projection matrix, which transforms normalized coordinates into image coordinates:
A. Projection Surfaces
To analyze the model, let us introduce the notion of projection surface. For the sake of simplicity let us consider only projection relations with radial distortion. That is, every projected point can be written as m = (x/η(X) y/η(X) 1)
T where x and y are the components of a spatial point X, and η : R 3 → R + is a function of X, moreover ∀X 1 , X 2 ∈ R 3 :
Also we require:
that is, η is a homogeneous function of degree 1. Let us define the projection surface P by the following equation:
The projection surface is a surface of revolution. The geometric meaning of (5) is that all the points of the projection surface are projected orthogonally to the image plane. So, we can think of the projection process as scaling the point X by η(X) and then projecting it orthogonally onto m ∈ M -the normal plane (see Fig. 1 ):
Using (4) we can deduce:
Hence, all the points X p belong to the projection surface. In fact X p is the intersection between the projection surface P and the OX ray ( One convenience of the notion is that it is relatively easy to see for which spatial points the projection is defined. For example, the classical pinhole camera model corresponds to η(X) = z. So, the projection surface in this case is defined by z = 1. It is a plane. And all the points with z ≤ 0 do not define rays that intersect the surface.
Let us apply the notion to the proposed model. In this case:
So, η(X) = 1 leads to:
Let us replace 1 − α by γ and x 2 + y 2 by r 2 :
By squaring both sides we get:
We should remember that as we have squared both sides, we may get some solutions that do not satisfy (10). We may notice that γ 2 − α 2 = γ − α, hence:
B. Straight Line Projection
Using the notion of projection surface, we can show that straight lines are projected as conic sections. Given straight line l let us define plane H which passes through l and O (Fig. 2) . It is defined by the following equation:
To find the line projection first we need to project it onto the projection surface. To do it, we need to find intersection c between surface P and plane H. This intersection is defined by the following system of equations:
A calibrated stereo system. R 1 2 and t 1 2 define the transformation between the camera frames (rotation matrix and translation vector); X is a reconstructed point; straight line l passes through it and the center of projection of the first camera O 1 . Plane H passes through O 2 and l. Curve c is the intersection between the plane and projection surface P . To get an epipolar curve we need to exclude z coordinate from the equation of c.
The next step in the projection process is to project the curve orthogonally onto the intermediate plane M . It means that we need to exclude z from the equations. If C = 0 then the projection is a straight line, defined by
This line passes through the center of projection. It is logical because the system has only radial distortions and the only straight lines that are projected into straight lines are the ones which pass through the optical axis. If C = 0 then we can find z from the first equation:
and substitute it into the second one:
Ax + By C = 1
(18) As you can see, we have a second degree polynomial of x and y. This polynomial defines a conic section.
III. STEREO MATCHING USING THE ENHANCED MODEL
Using the epipolar geometry described above we can efficiently sample the right image of a stereo image pair along an epipolar line. It allows us to apply the Semi-Global Block Matching algorithm to the problem of stereo reconstruction using the proposed model without image rectification.
A. Epipolar Geometry
We can get closed-form expressions for coefficients of epipolar curve equations for a calibrated stereo system. Consider two cameras with calibrated projection models f 1 and f 2 . The transformation between them is known and represented by a rotation matrix R 1 2 and a translation vector t 1 2 (see Fig. 2 ). Hereafter the superscript defines the projection frame. For a reconstructed point
, we can define a plane that passes through it and both centers of projection. It will be defined by the following equation:
This is a classical equation, which introduces the Essential matrix R
But what we are interested in is the fact that we have an equation of type (14). Hence we can find the equation of projection of the intersection of this plane with the projection surface of the second camera using (16) or (18).
The final thing to do is to replace x and y by their expressions as functions of u and v:
to get a polynomial of the following kind:
Let us denote this polynomial by h(u, v) or h(p).
Except for the epipolar lines that pass very close to the projection center (in which case we can apply (16)), the expressions of the polynomial coefficients in this equation are cumbersome, especially k 1 :
Fortunately, we don't have to evaluate all of them. If we know the projection of the epipole e, we can calculate k 1 using the fact that h(e) = 0 (since the epipolar curves pass through it). If we denote the first five terms of h(u, v) by h (u, v) then:
B. Curve Rasterization
To follow the curve in an efficient manner we have to rasterize it first. The following algorithm requires that the curve be defined by an equation as follows:
Here f :
T and a goal p 1 = (u 1 , v 1 ) T (see Fig. 3 ). Since the image is discrete, we cannot require that f (p 0 ) = 0. But at least we can assume that the starting point and the goal are close to the curve. That is the distance from the nearest solution of (24) to either of these points is less than 1. We assume that p 0 ∈ Z 2 and it might be the case that p 1 ∈ Z 2 , but it is not necessary. Among the two possible directions of the curve starting at p 0 , the algorithm chooses the one which leads towards the goal p 1 . More formally, if the chosen direction is defined by a tangent vector t, then: Fig. 3 . A curve rasterization process. We start from p 0 and make step Δu towards p 1 , because tangential vector t is closer to u-axis, than to v-axis. Then we use the perpendicular direction to compensate the error, that is make step Δv.
We assume that the angle between t and the desired direction is small, so the singular configuration when t·(p 1 −p 0 ) = 0 is supposed to never happen. t is calculated by rotating gradient vector ∇f by π/2 clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the goal condition. Then we retain the rotation direction and use it until end of rasterization process. One may notice that
Here ε defines the rotation direction; ε = 1 means counterclockwise, while ε = −1 means clockwise. Now we can describe algorithm 1. The idea is that at every step we check which direction, u or v, is closer to the actual tangential direction. To do it, we compare components of ∇f by absolute value. Let us say, |f v | > |f u |. It means that t is closer to u-direction. So we change u by ±1 depending on the sign of f v and the rotation direction that was defined before.
Then we check what is the actual error of (24) and apply a simple control law to make it smaller: 
The rotation is counterclockwise 5: ε ← 1 6: else
The rotation is clockwise 7: ε ← −1 8: end if 9: for n = 1..N max do 10:
The curve tangent is closer to v-direction
Compensate the total error 13: else
The curve tangent is closer to u-direction 14:
end if
17:
PROCESS(p) Either draw a point at the pixel or add it to the list of points 18: end for
The described algorithm is general and works for any f given that it does not contain features too fine to be properly depicted with the image's sampling step.
C. Semi-Global Matching Algorithm Using the Model
Now we are ready to present the Semi-Global Matching algorithm [3] for two fisheye cameras. The actual change in the algorithm appears only in the first step -error accumulation. The second part stays intact. The global idea of the algorithm is to use an efficient dynamic programming algorithm to regularize the distance map.
a) Error accumulation: The second part of the algorithm requires a table of photometric error for all pixels and all possible disparity values. It means that for a 480p video frame (which is not incredibly high) and maximum allowed disparity of 64 we need 480×720×64 ≈ 22M bytes of memory which is a lot for a single data buffer. Moreover for the second step we'll need at least 4 times that much for the dynamic programming algorithm. If we want to have better reconstruction quality, this number will be even higher (in the original paper they suggest to perform the dynamic programming in 16 directions). There is a modification of this algorithm, called Semi-Global Block Matching, which significantly reduces the required buffer size. The idea is to divide the image into square blocks and compute the photometric error for them, not for individual pixels. If the block size is 3 × 3 then it reduces the buffer size by a factor of 9 (as well as computation time of the second step).
We need an assumption that the two cameras are oriented more-less in the same direction and the second camera is on the right of the first one. It allows us to say that the epipolar curves are mostly horizontal and the points move left along them from the first frame to the second.
The final error accumulation step works as follows: 1) For every image block, compute the equation of the epipolar line which corresponds to the block center. This step is required only once as long as the cameras' relative position remains the same. 2) For every epipolar curve we take a narrow band along it (Fig. 4) and save it into a separate rectangular buffer of size N × (D max + N − 1), where N is the block size, D max is the maximum disparity size. 3) Moving the image block along this band, we compute the average absolute photometric error and store it into the corresponding error buffer line. Once we have done this, the error buffer is filled up and we can go to the second step b) Dynamic programming: Let us denote the error buffer E : Z 3 → R. It has two spacial coordinates u, v and one disparity coordinate d. To regularize the disparity map we compute the final cost of a pixel (u, v) having a disparity value d as a sum of costs of cheapest paths through uvd space, whose footprint in uv is a straight line and passing through (u, v, d) . A path cost is defined as a sum of all errors along the path plus λ S times the number of disparity changes by 1 (number of steps) plus λ J times the number of disparity changes by more than 1 (number of jumps); λ S and λ J are the algorithm's parameters, and generally the algorithm's output is quite stable with respect to them. The number of paths defines how regular we want the result to be. The tests show that only two directions is enough to get decent results. But considering the possibility of a GPU implementation we can increase this number to improve the result.
The main interest of this approach is that we can compute the optimal cost of all the paths in a certain direction in linear time with respect to the error buffer size. Assume that we have chosen the number of regularization directions. Suppose that we treat the horizontal direction first. For other directions everything is the same, but for the sake of clarity we explain the algorithm for the horizontal one. Now to know the optimal path's cost for a given point we need to know the cost of optimal paths on either side. Hence we have to execute the dynamic programming algorithm twice. Once for all the semipaths from the left side of the image till the point, and the second time from the right side. For each of these tasks we need a cost buffer. Let's call it C : Z 3 → R. Then we notice that we will treat every line in uv independently. For a line defined by v = v 0 let us denote C(u, v 0 , d) by C u,d . If we suppose that for a certain u we have the optimal cost in C u,d , then the following recursive relation is true [3] :
It means that it takes O(1) time to compute one value of C. The complete procedure is described in alg. 2.
Algorithm 2 Dynamic programming algorithm to compute a left-to-right path cost 1: for v ∈ 1..v max do 2:
end for
for u ∈ 1..u max − 1 do 8:
9:
end for 12: end for 13: end for
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The algorithm was tested using a calibrated camera attached to a robotic arm. This setup allows us to know precisely the transformation between two camera poses. The implementation is available at https://github.com/BKhomutenko/visgeom.
Since we implemented the most basic version of the algorithm, we had to use textured objects for the reconstruction. In Fig. 5 you can see an example of the algorithm's result an image and its disparity map.
The block size in our case is 3 × 3; the maximum disparity value is 64; the image size is 1024 × 768; the time to compute disparity for a pair of images is about 0.3 s for the given parameters (can be improved using parallelization).
To quantify the result, 3D reconstruction of a planar object was performed and compared with ground truth (see Fig. 6 ). To obtain the ground truth, the transformation between the robot's base and the plane was measured. Knowing the robot's pose it is possible to compute the transformation between the plane and the camera. Then, using the calibrated camera model, the ground truth for distance maps was generated for 6 different camera poses. The planar object does not cover the image An example of running the implemented stereo correspondence algorithm. One of the original images (left) and its disparity map (right) for 2 cm stereo base.
entirely, so multiple datasets were acquired to test the approach in different parts of the images. To get the numeric results, disparity maps generated by the algorithm were transformed into distance maps; then the difference between the obtained maps and the ground truth was computed and analyzed. The pixels outside the planar object are ignored. All pixels, whose distance value is off by more than 100 mm, are considered as outliers and rejected. Table I represents the error distribution of the distance reconstruction as a function of the stereo base. You can see that increasing the stereo base consistently leads to a decrease in the mean and standard deviation of the error distribution. Table II shows the results for different datasets. Average distances from the camera to the plane are given to give a better idea about the reconstruction precision The error distribution is relatively narrow with respect to the actual distance values. Also the inlier rate is high, which means that overall this algorithm is efficient in plane reconstruction. ; a -the reference image; b -the ground truth of the newspaper plane distance map; c -the reconstruction result using disparity maps, which were computed using the camera's intrinsics and the robot poses as extrinsic parameters of stereo; d -the absolute difference between the ground truth and the reconstruction using the stereo.
after being projected offers us new ways to treat problems of visual geometry in case of fisheye camera. The proposed approach to stereo correspondence problem, which does not require rectification and undistortion, may be applied in mobile robotics as an omnidirectional depth sensor. In fact, any other stereo correspondence algorithm based on search along epipolar lines can be applied to fisheye cameras using the proposed approach or its slight modification. Other possible applications of the geometric results above are visual servoing using straight lines, straight line reconstruction, and straight-line-based SLAM.
There are multiple ways to improve the algorithm. We can improve the reconstruction quality by using better metrics for patch comparison, which may take into account local affine transformations along epipolar lines. Right now the regularization coefficients are fixed and equal across the image. But they can be computed based on the image content (for example, lower jump cost across edges). By adding more constraint directions the quality of disparity maps can be improved as well (currently only two directions are used).
Another important thing to do is to create a dataset with ground truth and camera intrinsic parameters for testing and comparing direct stereo correspondence algorithms for fisheye cameras.
